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Final report 
Translation of Clinical Frailty Scale into the Danish language 

 

Introduction 

Demographic changes are increasingly challenging health care systems in most European 

countries. As humans age, the risk of morbidity and functional decline increases, followed by 

needs for primary and secondary health care services such as home care and hospital treatment. 

These changes are strongly associated with frailty, which represents a state of extreme 

vulnerability where minimal stress can cause functional impairment.  

  

A unified and standardized frailty evaluation is needed to support treatment, care and 

rehabilitation of older patients across the primary and secondary health care sectors. Therefore, 

we aim to translate the Clinical Frailty Scale (CFS) into Danish using a systematic approach, with 

the aim of enabling its further use in research and cross-sectoral implementation in a Danish 

context. 

  

The translation of the CFS were performed using the 10-step ISPOR Principles of Good Practice 

for the Translation and Cultural Adaptation Process for Patient-Reported Outcomes Measures 

(Wild et al. 2005). 

  

Study group 

Project manager: Anders Fournaise (AF), MSc Public Health, Industrial PhD-student, Region of 

Southern Denmark 

Key In-country person: Søren Kabell Nissen (SKN), MD, PhD-student, Hospital of South West 

Jutland 

Forward translation: Jessica Joan Williams (JJW), CNS, MSc in Public Health, University of 

Southern Denmark 

Back translation: Claire Gudex (CG), MD, PhD, University of Southern Denmark 

Proof-reading: Christina Boesen Kristensen (CBK), MA in Danish, Region of Southern Denmark 

In-country consultant: Karen Andersen-Ranberg (KAR), Professor, MD, PhD, Odense University 

Hospital 

 

Step 1: Preparation 

Permission was obtained from the source instrument developer (appendix 1 and 2) by AF and 

SKN. Arrangements were made allowing for feedback from the source instrument developer at a 

later stage in the process.  

The concept of frailty was investigated through a scoping review of relevant literature. The 

original development study was also investigated in detail (Ref: Rockwood 2005, CMAJ). AF and 

SKN then recruited researchers with key competences and informed them about the process to 
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secure a coordinated and complete translations process (see members of the study group 

above). 

Step 2: Forward Translation 

Two forward translations (appendix 3.1 and 3.2) were done by SKN (Danish native speaker, 

proficient in English, residing in DK) and JJW (English native speaker, proficient in Danish, 

residing in DK) independently after background information and explanations of concepts was 

provided by AF. 

Step 3: Reconciliation 

Reconciliation of the forward translations into a reconciled forward translation was performed 

by AF, SKN and KAR. The reconciliation was carried out as a discussion using video 

communication due to the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic. 

Overall, the two forward translations had high agreement. The reconciliation for each item is 

described in detail in appendix 4.  

Step 4: Back-translation 

The back translation (appendix 5) was performed by CG, who is associate professor in health 

services research and a medical writer experienced in translation guidelines and instrument 

validation. CG was asked for a conceptual back translation by AF. 

Step 5: Back-translation review 

To ensure conceptual equivalence of the translation, AF and SKN reviewed the back translation 

against the original Clinical Frailty Score (source instrument). The back translation was sent to 

the developer of source instrument for revision and feedback. No major discrepancies were 

identified, and the reconciled translation was only slightly refined.  

See appendix 6 for a detailed review of the back translation and appendix 7 for the feedback 

from the designer of source instrument.  

Step 6: Harmonization 

The minor changes proposed in the back-translation review were discussed in a harmonization 

meeting between AF, SKN and CG. Close attention was paid to the correspondence of each back-

translated item and the source instrument. Appendix 8 provides an overview of the changes 

made to the reconciled translation. The product of steps 3 and 5, the harmonized version, is 

presented in appendix 8.1.   

Step 7: Cognitive debriefing 

A cognitive debriefing was completed to explore alternative wording and to check for 

understandability, interpretation and cultural relevance of the translation.  

  

To test the harmonized Danish translation of the CFS, we asked five health personnel (a senior 

consultant from a hospital geriatric department, a hospital registrar, a general practitioner, a 

hospital nurse, and a community nurse) to complete three cases and report on their use of the 

CFS-DK. The assessment was completed using an online questionnaire built into REDCap 

(version: REDCap 9.1.15 - © 2020 Vanderbilt University). Redcap is an electronic data capture 
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tool hosted at Open Patient data Exploratorive Network (OPEN) at Odense University Hospital, 

the Region of Southern Denmark.  

  

AF and SKN completed a debriefing as either a video or telephone meeting with each of the five 

assessors to gather their feedback.  

Step 8: Review of cognitive debriefing results and finalization 

No changes were made to the translation based on the review of the cognitive debriefing. The 

review did lead to a few changes of the introduction materiale explaining the CFS concept. This 

included minor changes to a short video presented to the raters before using the online 

questionnaire.  

Step 9: Proofreading  

The final translation (appendix 9) was proofread by CBK who holds a Master of Sciences in 

Danish. This resulted in minor corrections of grammatical errors. 

Step 10: Conclusions 

To conclude the translation process, SKN and AF drafted this final report, which was 

commented and approved by the study group. To strengthen the basis for implementation of the 

CFS in the cross-sectoral collaboration the study group has begun a validation of the CFS_DK. 

The translation process and results of the validation will be disseminated in an article, which 

will be submitted to a peer-reviewed journal.  
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Appendix 1 - Source instrument 
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Appendix 2 - Copyright permission 
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Appendix 3.1 - Forward-translation 1 

Performed by JJW 
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Appendix 3.2 - Forward-translation 2 

Performed by SKN 
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Appendix 4 - Reconciliation 

Performed by SKN, KAR and AF 

  

Item 1 decisions:  

● “Mennesker” instead of “Personer” was chosen 

● “Motionerer” instead of “Træner” was chosen, as the latter implies a framed setting like 

attending a gym-class or similar 

● “Bedst form” instead of “Bedst helbred” as this item related to function rather than 

diseases. 

Item 2 decisions: 

● “Symptomer” instead of “Tegn” was chosen as “tegn” implies indications of undiagnosed 

disease rather than manifest symptoms 

● “En gang imellem” instead of “regelmæssigt”, as the latter implies a more frequent 

occurrence than occasionally. 

Item 3 decisions: 

● Added “rutinemæssige” to this item as proposed by JJW. 

Item 4 decisions: 

● “Almindelig” instead of “Hyppig” as the latter implies a very frequent occurrence rather 

than simply frequent 

Item 5 decisions: 

● “IADL” was deselected for “daglige gøremål” as IADL is a technical term and 

abbreviation not necessarily familiar to alle health care professionals for whom this 

instrument has its intended use. 

Item 6 decisions: 

● “Indendørs” instead of “indenfor” as it is considered easier to conceptualise for raters 

● “Trappegang” instead of “trappe” as the latter implies troubles with stairs other than 

simply troubles walking up stairs, risking loss of relevance in relation to physical 

functioning 

● Added “nogle gange” to underline the intent of the source instrument 

Item 7 decisions: 

● Near complete agreement, no reconciliation needed 

Item 8 decisions: 

● Removed “kunne” as this word is not considered necessary for understanding 

Item 9 decisions: 

● Starting with “Mennesker som ikke fremstår tydeligt skrøbelige i øvrigt” used in the final 

sentence by JJW as in Danish new complex units of information are rarely used at the 

end of sentences. 

Item on dementia, decisions: 

● Made the second sentence less complex. Simply stating that people with dementia are 

always frail “Mennesker med demens er skrøbelige” 
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Appendix 4.1 - Reconciled version 
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Appendix 5 - Back-translation 

Performed by CG 
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Appendix 6 - Back-translation review 

Performed by AF and SKN 

Item 1 

- No significant conceptual discrepancies 

 

Item 2 

- No significant conceptual discrepancies, not necessary to refine translation 

 

Item 3 

- No significant conceptual discrepancies, not necessary to refine translation 

 

Item 4 

- Minor conceptual discrepancy in regards to consideration of cases where subjects feel 

both “slow” or tired during the day.  

 

Item 5 

- “Fragile” has the same conceptual meaning in the danish language as “Frail” in the 

source instrument. Hence we do not consider this item to hold significant discrepancies. 

 

Item 6 

- Adding “kan nogle gange have brug for minimal” 

 

Item 7 

- No significant conceptual discrepancies, not necessary to refine translation 

 

Item 8 

- No significant conceptual discrepancies, not necessary to refine translation 

 

Item 9 

- The sentence-construction has been reversed, but specifically caters for cultural 

adaption 

 

Item on dementia 

- No significant conceptual discrepancies, not necessary to refine translation 
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Appendix 7 - Feedback from the designer of source instrument 
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Appendix 8 - Harmonization 

Participants: AF, SKN and CG 

Literal translations are placed in brackets [example] for explanation of context. 

Minor adjustments from plural to singular in items 6-9 

  

Item 1 

● “Typisk” was added to enhance correspondence to the source instrument where the 

word “Commonly” is found 

  

Item 2 

● No changes added 

  

Item 3 

● No changes added 

  

Item 4 

● Minor conceptual discrepancy to source instrument in regards to consideration of cases 

where subjects feel both “slowed up” and/or tired during the day. In backwards 

translation “and/or” is lost, but the group believes the translation still retains 

correspondence with the source instrument without “og/eller” [“and/or”].  

  

Item 5 

● The back translator prefers the term “frail” rather than “fragile”, used in the back 

translation, noting that the latter most often relates to things, rather than people. This 

does not affect the Danish translation as “fragile” has the same conceptual meaning in 

Danish as “frail” in the source instrument. 

● The term “progressively” in the source instrument is missing, adding “i stigende grad” 

[increasingly] to the harmonized version, “progressively” is not considered commonly 

understood for Danish natives. 

● It was decided that “daglige gøremål” corresponds well to “IADL” from source 

instrument. 

● “IADL” is added to the parenthesis with examples that correspond well to source 

instrument. 

  

Item 6 

● The term “standby” in source instrument does not correspond well, adding “ved behov” 

[if needed] inside parenthesis to “let støtte” [light support] as standby has no directly 

equivalent Danish term. 

● Adding “kan” [can] to final sentence. 

  

Item 7 

● “~” changed to “ca.”, as the tilde-sign is very rarely used in Danish texts outside of 

mathematics or programming. 

  

Item 8 
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● No changes added 

  

Item 9 

● The sentence construction is reversed, but this specifically caters for cultural adaption.  

● “<” is changed to “mindre”, as this sign has proven difficult in the daily use of previously 

translated instruments. 

  

Item on dementia 

- Adding “(scorer altid minimum 5)” [scores always minimum 5] to the sentence 

“Mennesker med demens er skrøbelige (scorer altid minimum 5)”. The logical 

implication that CFS will always be 5 or above for people with dementia needed to be 

concretized, this might reduce misinterpretation and increase correspondence with the 

source tool.  
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Appendix 8.1 - Harmonized version 
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Appendix 9 - Final version 
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